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Determination of conformational energy differences of propynlidyne
isomers using the effective valence shell Hamiltonian method
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We have applied the highly correlatedab initio effective valence shell Hamiltonian (Hv) method to
determine the energy difference between the cyclic and linear isomers of propynlidyne (C3H!.
Calculations are also described for the vertical excitation energies, ionization potentials, electron
affinities, dipole moments, oscillator strengths, and some harmonic vibrational frequencies, which
are all determined using the third order Hv method. Computations at both the experimental and
theoretically optimized geometries are used to illustrate the geometrical dependence of the
computed properties. The Hv optimized geometry is obtained using a two-configurational reference
function describing the two dominant resonance structures. Our third-order vertical excitation
energy to the lowest excited state in the cyclic isomer, dipole moments, and ground state isomer
conformational energy difference are all in good agreement with experiment and with other highly
correlated many-body calculations. The computations for higher excited states and for ionization
potentials, electron affinities, and oscillator strengths represent the first reports of these quantities.
An explanation is provided for persistent theoretical difficulties in computingb1 bending vibrational
frequencies of the cyclic isomer. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The understanding of hydrocarbon syntheses in inters
lar clouds provides one stimulus for increased recent inte
in studying the hydrocarbon radical C3H and its isomers. The
linear C3H radical ~propynlidyne! has first been detected i
TMC-1 and the carbon star IRC110216 by Thaddeuset al.1

using microwave spectroscopy and by Gottliebet al.2 in the
laboratory. Two years later Yamamotoet al.3 discovered the
cyclic isomer~cyclo-propynlidyne! c-C3H in TMC-1. Stan-
dard reaction models, based on radiative association, d
ciative recombination, and exothermic ion-molecu
processes,4,5 fail to reproduce the observed number densit
and isomer ratios for the linear and cyclic C3H isomers.
Therefore, explaining the formation of C3H from its precur-
sors remains an active area of research.

The computation of this isomer energy difference h
been a major theoretical challenge. The earli
UHF/6-31G** ab initio calculations for C3H by Yamamoto
et al.3 provided the belief that cyclic C3H is less stable than
the linear C3H isomer. However, this initial belief has bee
reversed by subsequent state-of-the-art theoretical calc
tions and experiments. Kaiseret al.6,7 use coupled cluste
calculations with single, double, and partial triple excitatio
@CCSD~T!# to supplement their experimental investigation
the mechanism for the atom-neutral reaction,

a!Present address: The James Franck Institute and the Department of C
istry, The University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637.
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C2H2~X1Sg!1C~3P!→C3H2→ l 2C3H~X2P!1H~2S1/2!

→c2C3H~X2B2!1H~2S1/2!,

in a study of the dynamical processes involved in the form
tion of various C3H isomers. Multireference configuratio
interaction~MRCI! calculations by Takahashiet al.8 support
the conclusions by Kaiseret al.6 that thec-C3H ~cyclic C3H!
radical is energetically more stable than thel -C3H ~linear
C3H! isomer. While the computed ground state energy d
ference between these two isomers from the MRCI a
CCSD~T! methods are quite close to experiment, the sa
quantity generated from other theoretical approaches dep
widely3,9 from experiment. These large discrepancies eme
primarily from methodological differences among the va
ous approaches and, perhaps, from basis set deficiencie
addition, although considerable progress has been mad
understanding the dynamics of the bond rupture reaction
the C3H2 radical and the geometries and the relative energ
of the C3H isomers, only a few studies8,10 have so far at-
tempted to describe the properties of the lowest excited s
of the C3H isomers and their ionization potentials and ele
tron affinities.

The present work describes theoretical calculations
the ground and excited state properties of both C3H isomers.
Almost all previous theoretical works concur that a bent g
ometry ~Cs point group! is energetically higher than the lin
ear isomer@see Refs. 7 and 11 for details# and that the cyclic
isomer is more stable than the linear C3H isomer. Since the

8

em-
earlier MP2/6-31G~d, p! optimization produces a rather

1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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poor geometry, presumably partially because of the prese
of two relevant resonance structures, we consider the ge
etry optimization using the Hv method with a two-
configuration reference space that contains these rele
resonance structures. The ground and excited state prope
of the l- andc-C3H radicals are computed through third o
der with the Hv method for both Hv optimized geometries, a
well as for the experimental and MP2/6-31G~d, p! optimized
geometries for comparison. Several harmonic vibrational
quencies are obtained as a by-product of the optimiza
procedure. Extensive theoretical studies12–24 document the
Hv formalism, its conceptual advantages, the computatio
algorithms for evaluating atomic and molecular properti
and the higher-order convergence behavior of the metho25

The computation of the conformational energy diffe
ence is complicated within a number of methods by symm
try breaking in the treatment of the linear isomer. The grou
state of thel -C3H isomer is of2P symmetry, with one elec-
tron occupying the outer most degeneratep orbital. Main-
taining this degeneracy during the optimization proced
often imposes significant technical problems. We impose
degeneracy of thel -C3H isomer by using orbitals taken from
a series of self-consistent field~SCF! calculations for the
positive ion and the neutral species. More specifically,
doubly occupied orbitals for the ground state are determi
from a closed shell SCF calculation for the ground state
the positive ion. The singly occupiedp orbital and the other
valence shell orbitals are generated as improved virtual
bitals ~IVOs! for the neutral species.12 Although symmetry
breaking problems do not arise for the cyclic isomer, a si
lar procedure has also been applied for this case in orde
treat both the isomers on an equal footing. Moreover, co
putations using this mixed orbital scheme for the cyclic is
mer are in excellent agreement with those produced with
standard approach based on using neutral molecule gro
SCF orbitals for all the occupied orbitals, an agreement si
lar to that demonstrated in many previous examples
emerging from the relative insensitivity of third order effe
tive valence shell Hamiltonian calculations to a wide ran
of different orbital choices.26

In Sec. II we present a brief overview of the Hv method
for calculating energies and other molecular properties, s
as dipole and transition dipole moments. The computed
sults are presented and discussed in Secs. III and IV, res
tively. We provide the first high levelab initio computations
for excited electronic states above the lowest, the oscilla
strengths for these transitions, and the ionization poten
and electron affinities. An explanation is given for persist
theoretical difficulties in computing reasonable frequenc
for the b1 bending vibrations of the cyclic isomer.

II. THEORY

Perturbation theory proceeds by decomposing the
lecular electronic HamiltonianH into a zeroth-order partH0

and a perturbationV,

H5H01V, ~2.1!

whereH0 is constructed here as a sum of one-electron F

operators. The full many-electron Hilbert space is then pa
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titioned into a primary space~also called model or referenc
space! with projectorP and its orthogonal complement wit
projectorQ512P. TheP space spans the valence space
all distinct configuration state functions involving a fille
core and remaining electrons distributed among the vale
orbitals in all possible ways to ensure completeness of
P-space. Hence, theQ-space contains all basis functions wi
at least one core-hole and/or one occupied-excited orb
The Hv method transforms the full Schro¨dinger equation,

HC i5EC i , ~2.2!

into the P-space effective valence-shell Schro¨dinger equa-
tion,

HvC i
v5EC i

v , ~2.3!

where the valence space projectionsC i
v5PC i are the pro-

jections of the exact eigenfunctions and the energiesE are
the corresponding exact eigenvalues of the full Schro¨dinger
equation. The Hv method provides the unique Hermitian a
proximation, which through second order is

Hv5PHP1
1

2 (
L,L8

@P~L!VQ~EL2H0!21QVP~L8!

1h.c.#, ~2.4!

where h.c. designates the Hermitian conjugate of the pre
ing term andP(L) designates the projector onto the valen
space basis functionuL&.

In order to compute the diagonal and off-diagonal mat
elements of an operatorA between the normalized full spac
wave functionsC i within Hv theory, the matrix elements
^C i uAuC i8& are transformed into the matrix elements of
effective valence shell operatorAv between the orthonorma
valence space Hv eigenfunctionsC i

v , i.e.,

^C i uAuC i8&5^C i
vuAvuC i8

v&. ~2.5!

The effective operatorAv can likewise be expanded pertu
batively, and through leading order in the perturbative c
rectionsAv is evaluated as

Av5PAP1
1

2 (
L,L8

@P~L!VQ~EL2H0!21QAP~L8!

1h.c.#. ~2.6!

Thus, the expectation values and off-diagonal couplings m
be determined by first solving Eqs.~2.3! and ~2.6! and then
by taking the corresponding matrix elements on the rig
hand side of Eq.~2.5!. OnceAv is evaluated, it furnishes al
diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements within th
P-space states. Many-body theory techniques can be app
to reduce Eq.~2.6! and thereby express the matrix elemen
of Av directly in the valence orbital basis. The resultin
equations are available elsewhere13 in terms of core-, one-,
two-,... electron valence shell operatorsAc

v ,Ai
v ,Ai j

v ,..., re-
spectively, in the operator representation,

Av5Ac
v1( Ai

v1
1
( Ai j

v 1¯ , ~2.7!

r- i 2 i , j
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TABLE I. Structural data for the C3H isomers.

Parameter

Linear Cyclic

MP2 geometrya

~Å!
Experimentalb

~Å!
Hn geometry

~Å!
CCSD~T!c

~Å!
MP2 geometrya

~Å!
Experimentald

~Å!
Hv geometry

~Å!
CCSD~T!c

~Å!

R(C1 –H) 1.0631 1.0171 1.07 1.065 1.0790 1.0760 1.079 1.078
R(C1 –C2) 1.2005 1.2539 1.255 1.243 1.3747 1.3739 1.3709 1.37
R(C2 –C3) 1.3640 1.3263 1.340 1.347 1.3878 1.3771 1.3763 1.37

aReference 8.
bReference 27.
cReference 6.
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whereAc
v is the constant core contribution andAi

v is a one-
electron effective operator with matrix elements^vuAi

vuv8&
in the valence orbital basis$v%. The effective dipole operato
Av acts only on functions inP-space, i.e., the valence spac
Although the dipole operator is a one-electron operator, tw
electron effective operatorsAi j

v appear in the lowest-orde
nontrivial correction from the perturbation expansion in E
~2.6!. The nonclassical two-electron terms are necessar
provide accurate dipole and transition moments. In our co
putations, the effective Hamiltonian Hv is first diagonalized
to obtain its eigenvalues and eigenfunctionsC i

v . The latter
are then employed along with Eq.~2.5! to compute expecta
tion values and transition moments of the operatorA by use
of the effective valence shell operatorAv which is evaluated
from Eq. ~2.6!.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

All energies and molecular properties are evaluated
the c- and l -C3H radicals at the experimental11,27 and theo-
retically optimized MP28 and Hv geometries.~See Table I for
details and the discussion below.! The ground states of th
cyclic and linear C3H isomers belong to theC2v and C`v
point groups, respectively. The restricted open-sh
Hartree–Fock approximation~ROHF! to the ground state o
the cyclic isomer is a single determinant with six doub
occupieda1 orbitals, one doubly occupiedb2 orbital, and
two doubly and one singly occupiedb1 orbitals. Thus, the
ground state of cyclic C3H radical is of2B1 symmetry. The
ground state of linear C3H, on the other hand, has2P sym-
metry, with seven doubly occupieds orbitals and two dou-
bly and one singly occupiedp orbitals.

The carbon atom basis set is constructed from
(10s7p2d)/@5s3p2d# contracted Gaussian basis of Sadle28

augmented by twos diffuse functions with exponents 0.02
and 0.0055, twop diffuse functions with exponents 0.02
and 0.0049, and oned diffuse function with exponent 0.015
for each of the carbon atoms. The hydrogen atom basis
(5s2p)/@3s2p# basis.29 This provides a basis of 120 con
tracted Gaussian type orbitals~CGTOs!. The number of
CGTOs used in this basis is quite close to that~a TZPP
basis! employed by Ochsenfeldet al.30 The geometries of
both isomers have been optimized by computing the th
order Hv energy using a two-orbital reference space. T
MP2 optimized geometries~see Table I! are quite similar to

the experimental geometry for thec-C3H radical with the

Downloaded 30 Mar 2009 to 203.200.35.12. Redistribution subject to AIP
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maximum deviation in bond lengths of 0.01 Å. In contra
calculations for the linear isomer yield a much larger d
crepancy between the MP2, on the one hand, and the Hv and
experimental geometries on the other hand. The poor qua
of the MP2 geometry for the linear isomer arises becaus
one-configuration reference function is inadequate to
scribe the competition between the two domina
C–C[C–H and CvCvC–H resonance structures. Th
MP2 geometry weighs the latter structure too heavy, wh
the Hv geometry optimization uses a minimal double refe
ence treatment~see below! that adequately describes th
mixing between these two resonance structures. All com
tations ~optimization! produce a longer C–H bond lengt
than experimental27 which actually only determines the pro
jection of the C–H bond on the molecular axis. We, ho
ever, find no evidence for a bent C–H bond, although
atomic displacements have not been considered.

A four-orbital Hv valence space~a complete active
space! is used for computing the state energies and proper
of both isomers at the experimental and optimized geo
etries. The choice of valence space orbitals is primarily ba
on energy considerations and the contributions of vari
orbitals to the states of interest18 as illustrated below. The
valence space generally spans a number of the highest o
pied molecular orbitals in the ground state SCF approxim
tions and a number of the lowest unoccupied orbitals in t
state. For the cyclic geometry, the four-orbital valence
bital space comprises twoa1 orbitals~one occupied and one
unoccupied!, one b1 orbital ~the singly occupied orbital in
the ground state!, and oneb2 ~unoccupied! orbital. The com-
plete active space for the linear geometry is composed of
s ~one occupied and one unoccupied! and twop ~one singly
occupied and one unoccupied! orbitals.

It is important to note the significant difference in th
choice of both orbitals and orbital energies between thev

and traditional multireference perturbation methods.31,32 The
traditional approach generates all orbitals and their ener
from a single Fock operator~the ground state Fock operator!.
Thus, all reference space orbitals and orbital energies,
cluding those that are either occupied or unoccupied in
ground state SCF approximation, are evaluated using
same potential. The unoccupied reference space orbitals
erated through this procedure describe an electron in the
of N others and are consequently more appropriate for

scribing negative ion states than the low-lying excited states
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TABLE II. Vertical excitation energies~in eV! and oscillator strengths~in parentheses! of the c-C3H radical.

Third-order Hn

State MP2 geometry Experimental geometry Hn geometry CASSCFa EOMCC-IPb Experimentc

12A1 1.377~0.037! 1.347~0.037! 1.418~0.039! 1.149 1.283 1.339
14A2 3.735 3.754 3.754
12B2 3.891 3.908 3.858
12A2 4.573~0.014! 4.578~0.014! 4.590~0.014!
22A1 7.825 7.775 7.778
24B1 8.439 8.313 8.427
22B1 8.572 8.445 8.559
22A2 8.814 8.733 8.767

aReference 8.
bReference 10.
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of interest. The Hv method, on the other hand, determines
unoccupied reference space orbitals and their energies a
proved virtual orbitals~IVOs! from a set ofVN21 potential
Fock operators in order to optimize the first-order descript
@from PHP in Eq.~2.4!# and thereby to minimize the highe
order perturbative corrections.17,18,24

The Hv method thus yields unoccupied reference sp
orbital energies that are much lower than those from
ground state Fock operator due to the absence of an e
Coulomb operator in the Hv treatment for the IVOs. After the
Hv valence space and orbital energies are computed in
fashion, the reference space orbital energies are replace
their democratic average to eliminate~or greatly reduce! con-
vergence difficulties from so-called intruder states.25

The explicit procedure for obtaining the molecular orb
als and their energies involves a sequence of self-consist
field ~SCF! calculations.~Some steps may actually be o
tained using a single unitary transformation.20! For example,
the four-orbital reference space for thec-C3H radical is gen-
erated by the sequence of SCF calculations

~1! (core)166a1
23b1

1, 2B1 ,
~2! @~core!166a1

23b1
0#2b2

1, 2B2 ,
~3! @~core!166a1

23b1
02b2

0#7a1
1, 2A1 .

Here, the first step is aX2B1 state SCF calculation, and step
~2! and ~3! are independent single orbital optimizations f
the indicated states, where the orbitals inside the squ
brackets are frozen as the orbitals determined in the prev
steps. The excited orbitals are then obtained by diagonali

the X2B1 state Fock operator in the orbital space comple
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mentary to the union of the core and valence spaces. Thev

method incorporates correlation contributions arising fro
single and double excitations out of all the core orbitals a
therefore requires fewer core orbitals in the valence sp
than CASSCF methods that omit the core excitations.
noted in the Introduction, the retention of strict degenera
for the linear isomer is accomplished by using a mixture
positive and neutral orbitals. When this type of scheme
applied to the cyclic isomer, step~1! of the above sequence i
replaced by the two steps

~1! (core)166a1
2, 1A1 ,

~18! @~core!166a1
2#3b1

1, 2B1 ,
while steps~2! and ~3! remain unchanged. A comparison o
computations for the cyclic isomer with both orbital choic
provides a test of its accuracy.

Because of the large number of computed points
quired for optimizing the calculations for the Hv geometry
optimization, the Hv geometries are performed with the mo
limited two-orbital reference space. The core and vale
orbitals are determined from the SCF sequence,

~1! (core)167s2, 1S,
~2! @~core!167s2#2p1, 2P,
~3! @~core!167s22p0#2p81, 2P,

for the linear isomer. This Hv geometry optimization is of
interest as a nontrivial test for the Hv analytical derivative
method33 for which computer codes are currently under d

-velopment.
TABLE III. Vertical ionization potentials and electron affinities~in eV! of the c-C3H radical.

State

Third-order Hn

MP2 geometry Experimental geometry Hn geometry

Ionization potential
11B1 10.708 10.665 10.666
11A1 10.711 10.674 10.706
Electron affinity
11A1 1.804 1.732 1.741
11B1 20.509 20.494 20.512
13B1 20.522 20.505 20.524
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE IV. Dipole moments~in Debye! of the c-C3H radicals.

Third-order Hn

State MP2 geometry Experimental geometry Hn geometry EOMCC-IPa MP2 b CASSCFb Experiment

X2B1 2.43 2.42 2.44 2.35 2.34 2.37 2.30c

12A1 4.31 4.25 4.28 3.03
14A2 1.80 1.72 1.75
12B2 1.56 1.49 1.53

aReference 10.
bReference 30.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Cyclic C 3H

The first excited state electronic transition ofc-C3H has
been assigned by Yamamotoet al.3 to be of X(2B1)→2A1

symmetry, and is the only experimentally reported transit
so far. Using a simple model, they deduce a vertical exc
tion energy of 10 800 cm21 ~1.339 eV!. This particular ex-
cited state involves a 6a1→3b1 transition rather than a
3b1→7a1 excitation. Hence, the doubly occupied 6a1 or-
bital must be retained in the valence space. This feature
explains why the EOMCC-IP computations have been p
formed using the negative ionuFC3H2& CSF as the closed
shell zeroth-order wavefunction. More specifically, the e
cited state of interest for thec-C3H isomer has the CSF
u~core!166a13b1

2&. This particular CSF may be generate
conveniently from a closed shell CSFu~core!166a1

23b1
2& by

removing an electron from the occupied 6a1
1 orbital, thereby

explaining why Stanton10 employs the EOMCC-IP metho
to compute the excitation energies for thec-C3H isomer.

Table II displays the vertical excitation energies and
cillator strengths of thec-C3H isomers as computed throug
third order with the Hv method. The computed lowest exc
tation energy for the cyclic isomer is compared w
experiment11 and with other high-level calculations, th
CASSCF calculations of Takahashi8 and the equation o
motion-coupled cluster singles and doubles for ionized st
~EOMIP-CC! calculations of Stanton.10 The errors in the es
timation of vertical excitation energy forX(2B1)→2A1 from
the CASSCF, EOMIP-CC, and Hv methods~computed at the
experimental geometry! are'14%, 4.2%, and 0.6%, respec
tively. However, the accuracy of the computed Hv excitation
energy for the lowestX(2B1)→2A1 transition degrades whe
the MP2~off by 2.8%! and Hv ~off by 5.9%! optimized ge-
ometries are used in the calculations. Table I indicates
the deviation from experiment of the calculated C–H bo
lengthRC–H

~Opt.!2RC–H
~Expt.! is large~0.3%! compared to the devia

tion RC–H
~Opt.!2RC–C

~Expt.! ~0.2%! for the C–C bond length. There
fore, the slightly greater inaccuracy in the estimation of
transition energy at the optimized geometry presuma
arises due to the overestimation of the C–H bond distanc
the optimization procedure. Nevertheless, the estima
quantity is in accord with the experiment and state-of-the
EOMIP-CC calculations. Interestingly, while both th
CASSCF and EOMIP-CC calculations underestimate

2 2 v
X( B1)→ A1 transition energy, the H method overesti-
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mates this quantity, with the Hv and EOMIP-CC energies o
comparable accuracy.

Table III summarizes the computed third-order Hv ver-
tical ionization potentials and electron affinities for the cyc
form of the C3H radical. To our knowledge, Table III repre
sents the first report for the ion state energies of this radi
Unlike the vertical excitation energy, the ionization energ
and the electron affinities computed at the experimen
MP2, and Hv optimized geometries are quite close to ea
other, indicating that the ion state vertical energies are q
insensitive to these small shifts in the geometrical para
eters. The two negative electron affinities imply that t
11B1 and 13B1 anion excited states are metastable Feshb
resonances lying in the electron detachment continuum.34 A
separate computation for the negative ions should proba
be used to provide a more accurate description for the in
esting excited anion states.

Table IV uses the two optimized and the experimen
geometries to illustrate the slight variation of the compu
dipole moment with the geometrical parameters. The ta
also compares the computed dipole moment from the th
order Hv calculations with experiment and with other corr
lated calculations. While the ground state dipole mome
computed with the Hv method at the experimental and op
mized geometries~MP2 and Hv! are reasonably close to ex
periment and to other correlated calculations, the dipole m
ment of the first excited state ofA1 symmetry is quite a bit
larger than the other theoretical value, presumably beca
our calculations apply for the ground state geometry, wh
Ref. 10 uses the excited state geometry.

The vibrational frequencies obtained from the Hv

method are compared with experiment35 and with other the-
oretical calculations8 in Table V. The Hv method estimate for
the lowest vibrational frequency ofa1 symmetry is compa-

TABLE V. Vibrational frequencies~in cm21! of the c-C3H radical.

Symmetry Hn CASSCFa MP2a Experiment

a1 1050 1191 1206 1160b

a1 1554 1670 1657 1832b

a1 3712 3450 3325 3238b

b1 1117 1047 969 508c

b1 8303 890i 12526

aReference 8.
bReference 35.
c
Reference 26.
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Downloaded 30 Ma
TABLE VI. Vertical excitation energies~in eV! and oscillator strengths~in parentheses! of the l -C3H radical.

Third-orderHv

State MP2 geometry Experimental geometry Hn geometry Mixed geometry

14D 1.970 4.329 4.064 4.370
12S1 3.320~0.003! 5.461~0.009! 5.219~0.008! 5.506
12D 3.429~0.016! 5.155~0.021! 4.969~0.20! 5.207
12S2 3.978 5.957 5.697 6.000
22D 5.226 5.912 5.806 5.917
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rable to that from the CASSCF and MP2 calculations, but
Hv overestimates the other two vibrational frequencies of
same symmetry. Both the Hv and CASSCF treatments yiel
unphysical results for theb1 vibration for which CASSCF
computations yield an imaginary frequency. In addition,
lowest experimental3 vibrational frequency of cyclic C3H is
508 cm21 ~a b1 in-plane mode!, and all the theoretical cal
culations, including the present, one fail to provide a com
rable low-frequency vibration. An explanation for these b
haviors emerges from an analysis of theG-matrix36 for the
cyclic isomer in the five-dimensional space conside
~which contains twob1 vibrations!. Both computedb1 vibra-
tional frequencies are highly sensitive to an off-diago
G-matrix element: changing the CCC equilibrium bond an
over a range of 2–3 degrees shifts the computed frequen
from 11 000 to 6000 cm21 for the higher frequencyb1 vibra-
tion, and a change in the CCC bond angle of 1 degree c
verts the lower frequency mode from'1000 cm21 to an
imaginary frequency.~Note that the root-mean-square ze
point bending amplitude is'4 degrees.! Presumably, the
theoretical force constants~F-matrix! are reasonable, but th
vibrational frequencies should be evaluated withG-matrix
elements that are explicit functions of the angle.

The third-order Hv method compensates perturbative
for a wide range of different choices for the orbitals a
orbital energies. For example, the third-order Hv vertical
transition energies and other related properties for thec-C3H
isomer have been computed separately by using the occu
orbitals generated from a SCF sequence with the first
involving the (core)166a2

2 ~cation! configuration and those
with the first step involving the (core)166a1

23b1
1 ~neutral!

ground state Fock operators, respectively. The occupied
bitals from the (core)166a1

2 positive ion Fock operato
clearly experience a greater attractive potential and, th
fore, are more tightly bound than those generated from

2 1

13b1 Fock operator. Because the two sets

Reference 40.
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of orbitals and orbital energies differ considerably betwe
these two extreme situations, one test of practical conv
gence is the degree to which the computed properties d
with the two orbital choices since infinite-order calculatio
should yield identical results in both cases. The use of ca
and neutral occupied orbitals produces the third-or
HvX(2B1)→12A1 transition energy as 1.347 and 1.288 e
respectively, which is a rather minor difference. The tw
choices of orbitals and orbital energies yield virtually ide
tical values for the dipole moment. Thus, both choices
orbitals are quite adequate for the cyclic isomer. Howev
the use of cation orbitals is more convenient and attrac
computationally for the linear isomer, where this choice
duces the computational complexity during the orbital op
mization.

B. Linear C 3H radical

Tables VI–IX respectively present the third-order Hv

vertical excitation energies, ionization potentials, electron
finities, and dipole moments as computed at three differ
geometries~experimental, MP2, and Hv optimized! and the
vibrational frequencies obtained from the Hv optimization
process. To our knowledge, no experimental or theoret
data~expect the vibrational frequencies and ground state
pole moment! are available for comparison. However, bas
on our success for the cyclic isomer and several ot
systems,13,14,20–23we expect that our computed properties f
the l -C3H isomer should be quite accurate, and, therefore
interest in spectroscopic studies.

It is evident from Table I that all the optimization pro
cedures appear to fail in reproducing the exceptionally sh
C–H bond length of 1.017 Å determined experimentally27

The short computed C–H distance was later interpreted
Oschenfeldet al.30 as occurring because of the Renne

37
Teller effect which arises due to the very-low-lying vi-
TABLE VII. Dipole moments~in Debye! of the l -C3H radical.

Third-order Hn

State MP2 geometry Experimental geometry Hn geometry MP2a CASSCFa Experiment

X2P 1.83 2.46 2.41 3.31 3.42 3.1b

14D 0.59 1.66 1.62
12S1 1.38 2.35 2.35
12D 2.16 3.31 3.31

aReference 8.
b
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TABLE VIII. Vertical ionization potentials and electron affinities~in eV! of the l -C3H radicals.

Third-orderHn

State MP2 geometry Experimental geometry Hn geometry

Ionization potential
11S 8.701 9.327 9.208
11P 12.831 15.223 14.969
Electron affinity
11P 0.298 0.221 0.305
13P 0.204 0.131 0.215
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bronic state involving the CCH bending mode and beca
the experiments only determine the projection of the C
bond on the molecular axis. They have shown that the vib
tional average for the projection of the C–H bond length
the molecular axis reduces the C–H bond length from 1.
to 1.008 Å in much better accord with the experimenta
quoted quantity. Using the same procedure, i.e., by eval
ing the projection on the molecular axis of the C–H bo
length as averaged over the CCH bending zero point mot
we obtain 1.019 Å for the projected C–H bond length whi
is very close to experiment.

Tables VI and VII demonstrate that the excitation en
gies and dipole moments of thel -C3H isomer vary signifi-
cantly between the different optimized geometries prima
because the single reference MP2 geometry optimization
this isomer encounters inaccuracies due to the importanc
two dominant resonance structures. The MP2 geometry
timization produces a shorter C1– C2 bond length than ex-
periment. The MP2 optimization yields the C1– C2 and
C2– C3 bond lengths to be, respectively, of the order of t
CC triple bond length in C2H2(1.2033 Å) and the CC double
bond length in C2H4(1.3384 Å). Both the MP2 and Hv meth-
ods agree on the C–H bond length as discussed above
the Hv geometry compares more favorably to experiment
the CC bond lengths. Since all of the theoretical meth
yield the actual C–H bond length as opposed to experim
which only obtains its projection on the molecular axis, w
compute the excitation energies using a ‘‘mixed experim
tal’’ geometry in which the C–C bond lengths are taken fro
experiment while the C–H bond length is taken from theo
~the Hv optimized value!. In contrast to the excitation ene
gies evaluated for the poor MP2 geometry, the relative
dering of the excited states~except the rather nearby 12S2

and 22D excited states! computed at the experimental an
‘‘mixed’’ geometries agrees with that calculated at thev

geometry. The small differences arise from a slight variat

d lengths. This analysis confirms that th

Reference 27.
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significant variation in the computed excitation energies a
dipole moments between the MP2 and Hv methods as well as
between the MP2 and experimental geometries arises mo
due to the poor MP2 estimate of the C–C bond lengths ra
than errors in the C–H bond length.

Table VIII presents the ionization potentials and electr
affinities of the linear isomer from third-order Hv calcula-
tions at the experimental and theoretically optimized geo
etries. The table clearly indicates that the singlet and trip
P states ofl -C3H

2 are bound, with the1P state lower en-
ergetically than the3P electronic state as expected. It is al
interesting to note that the positive and negative ion state
the l -C3H display a dependence on geometry. While thev

vertical ionization potentials for the Hv optimized geometry
are quite close to those for the experimental geometry,
electron affinities differ substantially. A separate optimiz
tion for the positive and negative ions of thel -C3H radical
may be useful to provide a more accurate description
these interesting excited ionic species.

The harmonic vibrational frequencies obtained from t
Hv geometry optimization are compared with those obtain
from the CASSCF and MP2 calculation of Takahashiet al.8

and the MCSCF calculation of Kanadaet al. in Table IX.
The experimentally38 estimated lowest vibration frequenc
for this isomer is as low as 28 cm21, which corresponds to
the C–H bending mode. The present and all earlier theo
ical calculations, including CASSCF, MP2, and MCSCF c
culations fail to account for such a low-frequency vibration
mode. The estimated vibrational frequency for this C–
bending mode with the Hv, MP2, and CASSCF methods i
262, 245, and 325 cm21, respectively, departing considerab
from experiment.

C. Conformational energy difference

Table X compares the ground state energy differe

ebetween the cyclic and linear C3H radicals as computed
TABLE IX. Vibrational frequencies~in cm21! of the l -C3H radical.

Isomer Symmetry Hn CASSCRa MP2a MCSCFb

p 262 325 245 247i
s 1020 1095 1117 1139
s 1829 1925 2467 1906
s 3291 3613 3601 3607

aReference 8.
b
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TABLE X. Energy difference~in KJ mol21! between thec-C3H and l -C3H radicals.

Third-orderHn

Experimental geometry MP2 geometry Hn geometry CCSD~T! a MRCI b
Approximate
experimentc

14.12 4.58 8.39 13.00 9.01~8.62! 4.18–8.32

aReference 30.
bReference 8.
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cReference 6.
through third order with the Hv method and as obtained from
experiment and from other theoretical calculations.7,8 Table
X indicates that the third-order Hv conformational energy
difference at the experimental geometry is fairly close to t
obtained from the CCSD~T! method but does not fall within
the experimental range. However, as noted above the ex
mental C–H bond length corresponds only to the project
on the molecular axis, not the actual bond length. The th
order Hv estimate for the ground state energy difference
tween these two isomeric forms at the respective Hv opti-
mized geometries not only lies within the experimental ran
but is also quite close to the MRCI value. The computatio
in Table X should be modified for differences in zero po
energies between the isomers. Reference 8 estimates th
zero point differences reduce the computed energy differe
by 1.1 Kcal/mol, bringing the Hv calculations well within the
experimental range. Further reduction in the small discr
ancies between the optimized and experimental geome
may help in pinning down a more precise theoretical pred
tion.

V. CONCLUSION

We describe highly correlatedab initio computations for
the ground state energy difference between the cyclic
linear isomers of propynlidyne (C3H!, as well as their har-
monic vibrational frequencies, ionization potentials, elect
affinities, excited state energies, dipole moments, and o
lator strengths, some of which have not been reported be
The difficulties in computing this isomer energy differen
are illustrated by contrasting our computations using
theoretically optimized geometries and the experimental
ometries. The third-order Hv conformational energy differ-
ence between the two C3H isomers at the experimentall
quoted geometry is in good agreement with that obtai
from the CCSD~T! method but departs considerably~'6–10
KJ/mol! from experiment, mainly because experiment for t
linear geometry only provides the projection of the C–
bond on the molecular axis. On the other hand, the th
order Hv isomer energy difference computed for the Hv and
MP2 optimized geometries lie at the opposite extremes of
experimental range, although inclusion of approximate z
point energy corrections place the Hv value squarely within
the experimental range and the MP2 value slightly below
range. The main source of uncertainty in the energy diff
ence probably stems from residual discrepancies betwee
theoretical and experimental geometries.

The Hv calculations for the ground state isomer ener

yclic C3H lowest excitation energy, and the
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dipole moments in both isomers are in good agreement w
experiment and with other state-of-the-art correlated com
tations. These agreements once again demonstrate the
accuracy obtainable with the Hv method for complex atomic
and molecular systems. We provide the first high level c
culations for excitation energies and oscillator strengths
higher excited states of both isomers, as well as several l
est vertical ionization potentials and electron affinities. T
new information emerges as a bonus of the Hv method which
generates all states of the neutral and ions from a sin
computation. The computations suggest that linear anion
bound excited state. A strong sensitivity of the computedb1

vibrational frequencies for the cyclic isomer on aG-matrix
element explains the persistent difficulties in computing
curate values.
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